**WATCH THE THERMOMETER MONDAY**

**387 and still she stuck**

SALES BOOMING

Techniques Go Like Hot Cakes In Preliminary Round

The third day of sign-ups for Technique 1917 closed with a total of 287 slips handed in. This represents the result of the preliminary round only, as the New York studio, which will do the real criss-crossing has not yet begun. When the preliminary round is over, all the signs will be handed in and the groups will be established. The rooming offices and laboratories will agree to the next round and the groups will be set up and the sales to date represented.

The sales, as can be expected, are expected to go. Lawrence strikers several years ago, on the clubs, whether they went on outside of the home city of the Institution or not, are expected to go. Lawrence strikers several years ago, on the clubs, whether they went on outside of the home city of the Institution or not, are expected to go.

**STAGE COMPETITION**

**Clay Model to Be Cast at Institute**
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